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Abstract

The aim of this study is to evaluate the patient positioning uncertainty in noncopla-

nar stereotactic radiosurgery or stereotactic radiotherapy (SRS/SRT) for intracranial

lesions with the frameless 6D ExacTrac system. In all, 28 patients treated with SRS/

SRT of 70 treatment plans at our institution were evaluated in this study. Two X‐ray
images with the frameless 6D ExacTrac system were first acquired to correct (XC)

and verify (XV) the patient position at a couch angle of 0°. Subsequently, the XC

and XV images were also acquired at each planned couch angle for using noncopla-

nar beams to detect position errors caused by rotating a couch. The translational XC

and XV shift values at each couch angle were calculated for each plan. The percent-

ages of the translational XC shift values within 1.0 mm for each planned couch

angle for using noncoplanar beams were 77.86%, 72.26%, and 98.47% for the

lateral, longitudinal, and vertical directions, respectively. Those within 2.0 mm were

98.22%, 97.96%, and 99.75% for the lateral, longitudinal, and vertical directions,

respectively. The maximum absolute values of the translational XC shifts among all

planned couch angles for using noncoplanar beams were 2.69, 2.45, and 2.17 mm

for the lateral, longitudinal, and vertical directions, respectively. The overall absolute

values of the translational XV shifts were less than 1.0 mm for all directions except

for one case in the longitudinal direction. The patient position errors were detected

after couch rotation for using noncoplanar beams, and they exceeded a planning tar-

get volume (PTV) margin of 1.0–2.0 mm used commonly in SRS/SRT treatment.

These errors need to be corrected at each planned couch angle, or the PTV margin

should be enlarged.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Stereotactic radiosurgery or stereotactic radiotherapy (SRS/SRT) for

intracranial benign and malignant lesions has been a well‐established
technique and a standard modality for many years.1 SRS/SRT pre-

scribes a high dose for one to five fractions, and a planning target

volume (PTV) margin for a clinical target volume (CTV) is typically

set as 1.0–2.0 mm.2 The accuracy of the treatment planning and

delivery is essential in dealing with local tumor and spare normal tis-

sues. Modern advanced radiotherapy techniques such as dynamic

conformal arc (DCA), intensity‐modulated radiotherapy (IMRT), and

volumetric‐modulated arc therapy (VMAT) have enabled steep dose

falloff around target volumes while sparing organ at risk (OAR),3,4

whereas we have an increased need for the necessity of more accu-

rate patient setup and treatment delivery. Treuer et al. concluded

that the upper limit as a safety margin of target point deviations was

1.3 mm in SRS for arteriovenous malformation (AVM) and brain

metastases.5

Conventionally, using invasive fixation devices to the patient's

skull, such as metal frames or rings were essential for patient immo-

bilization and target localization in SRS/SRT treatment of intracranial

lesions.6 However, noninvasive (frameless) SRS/SRT treatment has

become a standard procedure owing to the development of image‐
guided radiotherapy (IGRT) systems in recent years.7–10 Chang et al.

reported that the accuracy of the patient setup with cone‐beam
computed tomography (CBCT) image guidance was comparable to

that with frame‐based radiosurgery systems.7 The frameless 6D

ExacTrac system (BrainLAB A.G., Heimstetten, Germany), which is

mainly an integration of an infrared (IR)‐based optical positioning

system and a radiographic kV X‐ray imaging system, is one of the

advanced IGRT system.11–13 Keeling et al. evaluated the patient

setup accuracy of SRS/SRT with this system of 35 patients with cra-

nial lesions using the positioning shift values in this system. They

reported that the residual setup errors at a couch angle of 0° after

positioning correction were less than 0.3 mm and 0.3° in the transla-

tional and rotational directions, respectively.13 Furthermore, the 6D

ExacTrac system can be used even when a couch is rotated using

noncoplanar beams. They also investigated the couch sagging shifts

for various couch angles and weights at a phantom study and

defined the quadrature sum of the translational couch position

uncertainties as to the couch sagging uncertainty. Moreover, they

reported that the quadrature sum of the translational uncertainties

(maximum value was 1.09 mm at couch angle of 270° using a weight

of 70 kg) mostly depended on couch angles rather than weights of

the phantom. Noncoplanar beams (or arcs) are commonly used in

SRS/SRT treatment with a linear accelerator to improve dose confor-

mity and normal tissue sparing.14,15 Murphy et al. analyzed the pat-

terns of patient movements during frameless image‐guided
radiosurgery with the CyberKnife. They showed that the transla-

tional patient position shifts added up to 2 mm throughout a cranial

treatment site.16 However, the radiation isocenter itself might be

shifted at random by the contributions of noncoplanar beams and

the weight of a patient whenever a couch is rotated. Although some

reports showed the high detection of patient position errors and

positioning accuracy using the frameless 6D ExacTrac system,17,18

no study were precisely dealing with the uncertainties in case of

rotating a couch with noncoplanar beams.

In this study, we first evaluated the accuracy of the patient setup

in SRS/SRT treatment for intracranial lesions using the frameless 6D

ExacTrac system at our institution. Then, the translational patient

position errors caused by the rotation of a couch to the planned

position using noncoplanar beams, which were analyzed from a data-

base recorded for each patient’s plan.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A | ExacTrac system and procedure of the patient
setup

In this study, a Novalis‐Tx™ linear accelerator (Varian Medical Sys-

tems and BrainLAB A.G., Heimstetten, Germany) with the ExacTrac

system version 6.0.6 (BrainLAB A.G., Heimstetten, Germany) was

used. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the patient setup procedure.

First, at a couch angle of 0°, we set up the patient manually at the

isocenter position. Next, two X‐ray images (X‐ray correction: XC)

were acquired and matched with reference digitally reconstructed

radiographs (DRRs) created by the ExacTrac software using the com-

puted tomography (CT) simulation images. CT scan parameters were

set as follows: The X‐ray tube voltage, slice thickness, and field‐of‐
view values were 120 kV, 1.0 mm, and 500 mm, respectively, and

the mAs value was determined by an auto‐exposure control function.

This matching system was applied the rigid image fusion with the

bone anatomy and calculated the necessary translational and rota-

tional 6D couch shift values for moving the patient to the isocenter

position. If the calculated position error values (XC shifts) exceeded

our institutional criteria, which are within 1.0 mm in a vector quan-

tity and 1.0° for the translational and rotational shift values, respec-

tively, the couch position was corrected using the IR guidance

system by monitoring IR reflective markers attached to the cranial

positioning array (BrainLAB A.G., Heimstetten, Germany). Subse-

quently, the second set of two X‐ray images (X‐ray verification: XV)

was acquired to validate that the moved patient translational and

rotational positions were within our institutional criteria. However,

the XV was not acquired if the XC shifted below our institutional cri-

teria. This process was repeated until all position error values (XV

shifts) were within our institutional criteria.

2.B | Geometric accuracy of the linear accelerator,
the ExacTrac system, and the treatment couch

According to the recommendations of the American Association of

Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) Task Group 142,19 quality assurance

(QA) evaluations of the linear accelerator and ExacTrac system were

carried out daily, monthly, and annually. The isocenter position of

the IR and X‐ray imaging acquired from the ExacTrac system was

tested with an isocenter calibration phantom and isocenter pointer
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phantom provided by the vendor, respectively. An isocentric coinci-

dence at our institution, including lasers, light, radiation, IR, and X‐
rays, was within the SRS tolerance of 1.0 mm (data not shown).

Moreover, Winston‐Lutz (WL) test20 was performed by the vendor

as to the evaluation by the independent organization in April 2017

and May 2018. Then, the mean and standard deviation (SD) values

of the position offsets for the gantry, collimator, and couch rotations

were less than 0.5 mm, as shown in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the

schematic of the couch coordinate system for the ExacTrac system,

differing from the linear accelerator coordinate system, and this

coordinate system rotates with a couch. The ExacTrac software cal-

culates the XC and XV shifts in this coordinate system attached to

each couch position.

Based on the previous report13, we evaluated the translational

couch position uncertainties in our institution for some couch angles

and weights with a phantom study. As shown in Fig. 3, we set

weights (0, 40, 60, and 80 kg) on a treatment couch evenly and car-

ried out a WL tests for couch rotation angles (0, 45, 90, 270, and

315°) using weighted couch and a frameless SRS QA target pointer

X-ray correction (XC)

X-ray verification (XV)

Shifts (XC shifts) 
within 1.0 mm*1

Shifts (XV shifts) 
within 1.0 mm*1

Irradiation*2

Treatment beams remain?

Couch movement

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Couch rotation

*1 The vector quantity 
*2 Rotate a couch if coplanar beam is not planned

F I G . 1 . The flowchart of patient setup
procedure in stereotactic radiosurgery or
stereotactic radiotherapy for intracranial
lesions with the frameless 6D ExacTrac
system.

TAB L E 1 Mean and standard deviation (SD) values of offset for the gantry, the collimator, and the couch rotations derived by vendor’s
Winston‐Lutz test.

Radiation Isocenter Measurements (Mean ± 1 SD) [mm]

Year 2017 Year 2018

Lat. Long. Vert. Lat. Long. Vert.

Gantry

Radiation Isocenter

0.05 ± 0.11 0.02 ± 0.26 −0.01 ± 0.11 −0.01 ± 0.17 −0.01 ± 0.25 −0.01 ± 0.16

Collimator

Radiation Isocenter

0.02 ± 0.03 −0.27 ± 0.04 n/a −0.10 ± 0.03 −0.32 ± 0.00 n/a

Couch

Radiation Isocenter

0.03 ± 0.32 −0.09 ± 0.25 n/a 0.01 ± 0.11 −0.28 ± 0.13 n/a

Abbreviations: Lat., lateral; Long., longitudinal; Vert., vertical.

z-axis: vertical

y-axis: longitudinal

x-axis: lateral

F I G . 2 . The schema for the couch or patient position coordinate
system in the ExacTrac system where x‐, y‐, and z‐axes are lateral,
longitudinal, and vertical shifts, respectively.
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(BrainLAB A.G., Heimstetten, Germany). For each couch rotation

angle, the offset value of the WL sphere (XC shifts in Fig. 1) was cal-

culated using the ExacTrac software, and the value subtracted by

that of the reference couch angle of 0° was defined as the transla-

tional couch position uncertainties. Table 2 summarized the position

offset values for couch angles and weights. All offset values were

within the SRS tolerance of 1.0 mm, even when a couch was

weighted.

2.C | Patient immobilization

A noninvasive thermoplastic mask (BrainLAB A.G., Heimstetten, Ger-

many) was used to immobilize all patients in SRS/SRT for intracranial

lesions. A previous report mentioned descriptions of this thermoplas-

tic mask system.13 In this study, we did not use a localizer box in

the CT simulation, but we marked the CT origin coordinate on the

noninvasive thermoplastic mask directly as same as the conventional

radiation therapy procedure. However, as mentioned in the section

of the procedure of patient setup and the flowchart, we considered

that the uncertainties of CT origin coordinate caused by this proce-

dure could not be affected at the manual setup at the couch angle

of 0° for the evaluation of the initial reference position.

2.D | Data analysis

Between January 2017 and August 2018, 28 patients having

intracranial lesions treated with SRS/SRT at our institution were

included in this study. A total of 70 treatment plans were imple-

mented because some plans had multiple isocenters. It was possible

to use the ExacTrac system even when a couch position was located

at noncoplanar angles. Therefore, we acquired the XC and XV at

each planned couch angle to confirm the patient’s position whenever

we rotated the couch for using noncoplanar beams. However, the

XV was not acquired if the XC shifts were within our institution’s

criteria, as shown in Fig. 1. The translational XC and XV shifts were

collected in the CT database for each patient plan. The XC and XV

shifts were defined as the calculated shift values based on the first

and last two X‐ray images for each couch angle to irradiate in this

study.

First, to evaluate the accuracy of the patient setup at our institu-

tion, we calculated the mean and SD values of the translational XC

Frameless SRS QA target pointer

F I G . 3 . The aspect of the frameless SRS
QA target pointer on the weighted couch
with a phantom study.

TAB L E 2 Offset values for the couch rotation at typical couch
angles and weights in the phantom study.

Weight [kg] Couch Angle [°] Lat. [mm] Long. [mm] Vert. [mm]

0 90 −0.75 0.25 −0.03

45 −0.32 −0.14 −0.02

270 0.40 0.77 −0.01

315 0.44 0.45 −0.02

40 90 −0.81 0.19 −0.07

45 −0.34 −0.20 −0.03

270 0.26 0.80 −0.06

315 0.43 0.47 −0.06

60 90 −0.85 0.33 −0.06

45 −0.39 −0.12 −0.04

270 0.38 0.90 −0.05

315 0.52 0.54 −0.06

80 90 −0.72 0.43 −0.05

45 −0.34 −0.05 −0.06

270 0.45 0.78 −0.06

315 0.53 0.46 −0.06

Abbreviations: Lat., lateral; Long., longitudinal; Vert., vertical.
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and XV shifts at a couch angle of 0° for each patient plan. If a patient

had treated only one fraction for the SRS treatment, single transla-

tional XC and XV shifts were used as the mean values, and SD values

of zero mm. In addition, the systematic and random errors proposed

by Bijhold et al. were calculated for the entire group.21 Then, the

translational XC and XV shifts at each planned couch angle for using

noncoplanar beams were evaluated to investigate the impact of the

patient position errors by the couch rotation. Here, to compare them

in the couch coordinate axes at a couch angle of 0°, that is, the Carte-

sian coordinate system, we converted those for the lateral and longi-

tudinal directions to the Cartesian coordinate system. We defined the

XC or XV shifts at each planned couch angle of the noncoplanar

beam for the lateral and longitudinal directions in the Cartesian coor-

dinate system as Lat xð Þ and Lng yð Þ, which were calculated as follows:

Lat xð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p
sin tan�1 y

x

� �
þ 2π � θ

n o
; (1)

Lng yð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p
cos tan�1 y

x

� �
þ 2π � θ

n o
; (2)

where x and y indicated each data of the XC or XV shifts for the

lateral and longitudinal directions in each couch coordinate system,

and θ [rad] denoted the couch rotation angle. If y was a negative

value, the signs of both Lat xð Þ and Lng yð Þ were reversed.

3 | RESULTS

Figures 4 and 5 show the mean and SD values of the translational

XC and XV shifts at a couch angle of 0° for each patient plan.

Although most of the mean values of the translational XC shifts

were from −5.0 to +5.0 mm, all those of the translational XV shifts

were from −0.5 to +0.5 mm. The SD values of the translational XC

and XV shifts were within 2.5 and 0.4 mm for all cases, respectively.

Table 3 summarizes the systematic and random errors calculated

from the translational XC and XV shifts at a couch angle of 0° for all

70 patient plans. The systematic and random errors with the transla-

tional XC shifts in the entire group were 1.18, 1.85, and 2.08 mm,

and 0.46, 0.58, and 0.35 mm for the lateral, longitudinal, and vertical

directions, respectively. Those for the translational XV shifts were

less than 0.2 and 0.1 mm in all three directions.

Figure 6 illustrates the translational XC and XV shifts in the

Cartesian coordinate system for all couch angles planned for use
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F I G . 4 . (a) Mean and (b) standard deviation (SD) of translational XC shifts (lateral, longitudinal, and vertical directions) at the couch angle of
0° for all 70 patient plans.
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with 362 noncoplanar beams, and indicates that many translational

XC shifts exceeded the PTV margin of 1.0 or 2.0 mm. Table 4 sum-

marizes the mean, SD, and Max values of the absolute values of the

translational XC and XV shifts in the Cartesian coordinate system.

For the translational XC shifts, although both the mean and SD val-

ues were less than 1.0 mm in all directions, the Max values were

2.69, 2.45, and 2.17 mm in the lateral, longitudinal, and vertical

directions, respectively. Figure 7 shows the histograms and frequen-

cies of the absolute values of the translational XC shifts subtracted

the residual position errors in the Cartesian coordinate system for all

couch angles planned for use with 362 noncoplanar beams. The per-

centages of the translational XC shifts within 1.0 mm were 75.3%,

70.7%, and 98.6% in the lateral and longitudinal directions, respec-

tively. Those within 2.0 mm were 97.6%, 98.1%, and 99.7% for the

lateral, longitudinal, and vertical directions, respectively. All absolute

values of the translational XV shifts were less than 1.0 mm in all

three directions except for one case in the longitudinal direction.

4 | DISCUSSION

In this study, we investigated the impacts of the couch rotation to

the planned couch angle for using noncoplanar beams on patient

position errors in SRS/SRT with the frameless 6D ExacTrac system

using a database recorded for each patient plan. Figures 4 and 5

show the accuracy of the patient setup at a couch angle of 0° for

SRS/SRT treatment at our institution. Keeling et al. reported that the

mean translational XC shifts for each of 49 patient treatments were

almost from − 2.5 to + 2.5 mm, and those SD values were much

less than 1.0 mm in SRS/SRT with the frameless 6D ExacTrac sys-

tem.13 It was suggested that our results were larger than theirs
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F I G . 5 . (a) Mean and (b) standard deviation (SD) of translational XV shifts (lateral, longitudinal, and vertical directions) at the couch angle of
0° for all 70 patient plans.

TAB L E 3 Systematic and random errors calculated from
translational XC and XV shifts at the couch angle of 0° for all 70
patient plans.

XC Shift [mm] XV Shift [mm]

Lat. Long. Vert. Lat. Long. Vert.

Systematic errors 1.18 1.85 2.08 0.18 0.18 0.16

Random errors 0.46 0.58 0.35 0.09 0.10 0.08

Abbreviations: XC, X‐ray correction; XV, X‐ray verification; Lat., lateral;

Long., longitudinal; Vert., vertical.
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because a localizer box was not used in the CT simulation, and all

patients were set up at the isocenter position manually in the SRS/

SRT treatments at our institution. These position errors might not be

a major problem, as they could be corrected using the ExacTrac sys-

tem and software. The mean and SD values of the translational XV

shifts were less than ± 0.5 and 0.4 mm, respectively. Infusino et al.

reported that the systematic and random errors were measured to

be 1.33, 1.73, and 2.30 mm, and 0.20, 0.27, and 0.18 mm in the lat-

eral, longitudinal, and vertical directions, respectively, in SRT for

brain tumors with the frameless 6D ExacTrac system.12 It is assumed

that the accuracy of the patient setup at our institution was equal to

theirs (Table 3).

Our analysis results showed that patient position errors over 1.0

or 2.0 mm occurred after rotating a couch to the planned angle for

using noncoplanar beams (Fig. 6). In particular, in the lateral and lon-

gitudinal directions, the percentages of the XC shifts in the Cartesian

coordinate system within 1.0 mm were only 77.9% and 72.3%,

respectively. The Max absolute values of the patient position errors

were over 2.0 mm in all three directions and deviated from the PTV

margin. Similar results also obtained for the translational XC shifts

subtracted the residual position errors in the Cartesian coordinate

system (Fig. 7), while the translational couch position uncertainties

for various couch angles and weights were within the SRS tolerance

of 1.0 mm in a phantom study, as shown in Table 2. The previous

report illustrated that the patient movement during image‐guided
radiosurgery was observed by 2.0 mm for the cranial treatment,16

and another showed that translational couch position uncertainties

were dependent on the couch angle.13 Therefore, the position errors

detected in this study might be caused by both the patient’s intra‐
fractional motion and the couch angle dependence of the couch

position accuracy. Especially, the translational couch position uncer-

tainties for couch angles of 90 and 270° were >0.7 mm, and patient

position errors could exceed 1.0 mm by the slightest patient motion.

Takakura et al. reported that the accuracy in positional correction

with the ExacTrac robotic couch was 0.07 ± 0.22 mm in their phan-

tom study.22 Ma et al. compared the residual setup errors with the

frameless 6D ExacTrac system and CBCT for a head phantom and

18 patients receiving intracranial SRT, and reported that the root

mean square (RMS) of the differences observed for translations was

typically <0.5 mm for the phantom and <1.5 mm for the patients.23

The patient setup using the frameless 6D ExacTrac system in SRS/

SRT for intracranial lesions is extremely accurate, but patient posi-

tion errors occur when the couch is rotated for using noncoplanar

beams. Therefore, implementation of the IGRT requires at each
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F I G . 6 . Scatter plots of translational (a)
XC and (b) XV shifts in the Cartesian
coordinate system for each planned couch
angle for use with 362 noncoplanar beams.

TAB L E 4 Mean, standard deviation (SD), and maximum (Max)
values of absolute values of translational XC and XV shifts in the
Cartesian coordinate system for all planned couch angles for the use
of 362 noncoplanar beams.

XC Shift [mm] XV Shift [mm]

Lat. Long. Vert. Lat. Long. Vert.

Mean 0.69 0.74 0.29 0.16 0.16 0.15

SD 0.52 0.52 0.26 0.14 0.14 0.13

Max 2.69 2.45 2.17 0.99 1.05 0.64

Abbreviations: XC, X‐ray correction; XV, X‐ray verification; Lat., lateral;

Long., longitudinal; Vert., vertical.
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planned couch angle, or a PTV margin is enlarged by more than

2.0 mm in the clinically acceptable tolerance.

The immobilization accuracy affects the patient’s intra‐fractional
motion during treatment, but the precision of each noninvasive ther-

moplastic mask could not be verified in this study. The setup skill

and the carefulness of the member of staff also might depend on

the accuracies, and the uncertainties of the IR guidance system influ-

ence the couch correction shift reported by the past study.24 An

investigation into the impacts of these factors on patient position

errors will be our future work.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

By rotating a couch for using noncoplanar beams, patient position

errors occurred and exceeded a PTV margin in SRS/SRT treatment

when using the frameless 6D ExacTrac system. The patient position

errors needed to be corrected using IGRT systems at each couch

angle. If the IGRT system cannot be used at noncoplanar couch

angles, a PTV margin should be enlarged to the clinically acceptable

tolerance.
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